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(a)  Taking templates images as the queries (b)  Updating the query embedding

Figure 1: Other candidates of spatio-temporal transformer frameworks. Note that both two frameworks adopt the same score
head as STARK-ST to control the template or query update. We omit the score head here for brevity.

A. Appendix

In this appendix, we provide the details of other can-
didate frameworks for spatio-temporal transformer design.
Although, in the experiments, these frameworks are infe-
rior to the proposed one presented in the manuscript, their
differences in design may inspire future works.

A.1. Template images serve as the queries

Fig. 1(a) presents the framework of taking the tem-
plate images as the queries. More specifically, the initial
and dynamic template images first pass through the back-
bone network to generate their features. The features are
then flatten and concatenated in the encoder. After that,
a single-layer fully-connected perceptron is performed to
transform the feature sequence to L query embeddings,
where L = 2HzWz/s

2. Here, we use L queries, rather
than a single one query, aiming to keep more target infor-
mation. Meanwhile, the backbone features of current search
region are processed by the encoder. For decoder, it re-
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ceives inputs of the search region features and the L tar-
get queries. Finally, the bounding box head transforms L
target queries into L box predictions. The final result is
obtained by taking average of L boxes’ coordinates. Sim-
ilar to STARK-ST, the update of the dynamic template is
controlled by a score head. The success score on La-
SOT [1] of this framework is 61.2%, being 5.2% lower
than that of STARK-ST50 (66.4%). The proposed STARK-
ST framework considers four types of information inter-
action: template-to-template, template-to-search, search-to-
template, and search-to-search. In contrast, this framework
lacks the information interaction from the template to the
search regions, thus degrading the discriminative power of
the search region features.

A.2. Updating the query embedding

Fig. 1(b) demonstrates the framework of updating the
query embeddings as TrackFormer [2]. At the first frame,
the network takes the initial template and the current search
region as the inputs, and outputs one predicted box and
one dynamic target query. In subsequent frames, the de-
coder processes the joint set of the previous dynamic target
query and the initial target query. Like TrackFormer [2],



we adopt a track query attention block to map two types of
queries into a unified feature space before feeding the two
queries to the decoder. As done by STARK-ST, the update
of the dynamic query is controlled by a score head. Differ-
ent from STARK-ST which introduces dynamic templates,
this framework exploits an dynamic target query to capture
the temporal information in an autoregressive fashion. The
success score of this framework is 64.8%, being 1.6% lower
than that of STARK-ST50. The underlying reason might be
that the feature dependencies learned through an updatable
query embedding is inferior to that by an extra template (1
v.s. Hz

s
Wz

s ).
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